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Author Mark Anthony Monroe’s Newly Released “Got Life? The Power Of
Abundant Thinking” Teaches What Genuine Success Looks Like and How It
Can Be Achieved

“Got Life? The Power Of Abundant Thinking” from Christian Faith Publishing author Mark
Anthony Monroe reveals the path to an abundant life. By learning to think abundantly, readers
will learn to achieve genuine success.

WEST HALIFAX, Vt. (PRWEB) March 12, 2018 -- “Got Life? The Power Of Abundant Thinking” is the
creation of published author, Mark Anthony Monroe. Author and pastor, Mark lives in Southern Vermont with
his lovely wife, Leslie. He is pastor of a small country church in West Halifax, Vermont. He serves with
Village Missions as a missionary and pastor. Village Missions exists to glorify Jesus Christ by developing
spiritually vital churches in rural North America. Since its founding in 1948, Village Missions has been
dedicated to keeping country churches alive. Village Missions also serves in Canada. Mark and Leslie have
three adult children. They also have been blessed with seven wonderful grandchildren. Pastor Mark enjoys
writing, preaching, teaching, fishing, and, occasionally, tinkering on cars, especially muscle cars and the
classics. His passion is serving the Lord.

“Travel with me through the pages of this book, reach for new horizons far above and beyond the realm of the
power of positive thinking. Step up into the next level. Enter a way of thinking that can transform your entire
life!” --Mark Anthony Monroe

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Mark Anthony Monroe’s new book teaches the path to true success in
life. Success is the golden carrot that motivates people to achieve impossible dreams, to overcome every
obstacle in the way, to defy all the odds against them, and to excel far above their greatest expectations.
Abundant life is the pinnacle of success. The poor search for it, the rich search for it, and everyone in between
searches for it. People search for it their whole life long, but born-again believers can have it and actually live
in it. The world even calls this search a constitutional right using the words “the pursuit of happiness.”

In “Got Life? The Power Of Abundant Thinking,” Mark teaches the way of thinking taught by the most
successful man to have ever walked the face of this planet. It is a way of thinking that has been tried and proven
to be true throughout the centuries. Readers will discover an abundant life. They will Learn to think abundantly.
They will learn to think about things that allow them to harness the peace and power of Jesus Christ in every
area of their lives.

“Pastor Mark Monroe has a deep passion that everyone experiences the abundant life that Jesus promised. As
you read his book, it’s as if Mark is sitting right there making sure that you are all that God intends you to be
and have all that God intends you to have. I highly recommend this book for those who might be seeking
something much better out of life. Pastor Mark makes abundantly clear that we can only find abundant life in
Jesus. This book is a fun, quick read but it’s loaded with soul-satisfying truth from God’s Word.” --Brian
Wechsler, Executive Director, Village Missions

View a synopsis of “Got Life? The Power Of Abundant Thinking” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “Got Life? The Power Of Abundant Thinking” at traditional brick & mortar
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bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Got Life? The Power Of Abundant Thinking”, contact the
Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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Contact Information
Christian Faith Publishing Media Department
Christian Faith Publishing
http://www.christianfaithpublishing.com
+1 8665540919 Ext: 2

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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